
CHASING THE ARTIC LIGHT
KIRUNA, SWEDEN £4,200 P/P4 NIGHTSAPRIL 7-11 2020



This is the third year that we plan to 

return to Northern Sweden, 150 miles 

into the Arctic circle. This time we will be 

hosting both photographic and drawing 

workshops.

The sessions will push your creative abilities to the 
limit as moving dogs, managing equipment and 
working in minus temperatures makes getting that 
shot or drawing even harder. Day by day tasks will 
help you come up with your own unique version of 
this fantastic trip in photographic or art form and will 
allow you to create that perfect image that is truly 
yours - for the memory of a lifetime.

Learn to drive your own husky team of four dogs 
over frozen lakes and through snow covered forests, 
stay in wooden cabins with your own wood burning 
stove, saunas and great food in a setting straight out 
of Dr Zhivago with the slight complication of it being 
minus 20 - on a good day!

While away in the frozen North we will be staying by 
the side of a frozen lake in one of the five of lodges 
that offer showers, toilets and saunas. You will 
breakfast and dine on fabulous food cooked by the 
local chefs.

It is serene, simple, rejuvenating and a magical 
experience. Dog appreciation essential and not for 
those who think the city can turn a bit cold. The trip 
will run over four nights with an option to spend a 
fifth night in Stockholm on the way back to wherever 
your bit of civilisation might exist. Experience nature’s 
icy and quiet beauty that is hard to appreciate until 
you are actually standing in it.



• Lunch - out each day on the trails 
with the dogs in two teams (subject to 
weather not being atrocious - in which 
case at the lodge).

• A day/afternoon visit to the reindeer 
farm of the local Sami to understand 
their way of life and dependence on 
the reindeer and reindeer racing, at no 
extra cost.

• Ice fishing on the lake or igloo building 
and a basic survival lesson one 
morning. All fascinating and perhaps 
in case you get stuck in minus zero 
temperatures on your skiing holidays.  
All included.

• A visit to the ice hotel late one 
afternoon for an evening drink by 
vehicle or night sleigh.

THE PACKAGE

MORNING 

Discussion on the day’s photographic task 
with laptop critique from the previous day.

Sketching activity around the returning 
dogs, kennels and landscape.

AFTERNOON 

DAY PLAN



PRICING & BOOKING

£4,200 per person, excluding flights. If you would like to enquire about a booking 
we will contact you with further details. A 
50% deposit is required to secure a place 
with the remainder payable three weeks 
prior to departure on workshops outside  
the UK. 

An invoice will be generated which is 
payable by BACS. Terms and conditions 
apply.



- JESSICA COOK. VALERIE WILSON TRAVEL

“I never imagined that 

I would experience 

such a transformation 

on so many levels 

as the result of the 

professionalism, 

patience and 

teamwork”

Having had no previous experience with 
digital or SLR photography, the stated goals 
of the workshop were daunting to me. I never 
imagined that I would experience such a 
transformation on so many levels as the result 
of the professionalism, patience, teamwork and 
camaraderie of your staff. 

I believe the difference between an educational 
experience and the transforming one I enjoyed 
was in your team’s ability to understand and 
empathise with the insecurity we felt as we 
stumbled through this brand new, intimidating, 
yet exciting adventure”





TUTORS

MICHAEL POTTER

Michael Potter has been working 

in the fine art and photographic 

businesses since the late 1970s 

with work in private collections 

and has exhibited in London and 

internationally. 

He has exhibited work at the Royal Academy 
London summer shows, been commissioned 
by the travel magazine industry and corporate 
sector and has had a flourishing career in 
fashion, photographic portraiture, fine art printing 
and publishing as well as being in the art stable 
of Christie’s Contemporary Art, the John Lewis 
Partnership, IKEA, Paperchase, the Dorchester 
Hotel group, Hilton, Holiday Inn, Intercontinental 
Hotels and a host of businesses in the States, 
large and small as well as representation 
worldwide through Project Art and Art for 
Business.

Having retired in 2009 his art and photographic 
workshop programmes are now a full time 
commitment. His highly informative and tutored 
sessions help individuals and teams explore 
their creativity and he has hosted workshops 
in Kenya, South Africa, India, the USA and 
throughout Europe over the last 10 years.



CONTACT

Email  info@createhub.co

Address

EXCEPTIONAL CREATIVE EXPERIENCES

CreateHub 
70 Valetta Road, London 
W3 7TW, United Kingdom


